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Lesson    Plan   7A   Ends   Here 

Moving with MusicMoving with Music

Continue the idea of exploring roles/characters.    Place the 
"character" flashcards on the pocket chart.  Identify each with 
students.   

"Here is some music that goes with one of these 
roles/characters/costumes.   Listen so you can guess which 
costume matches the music.  There might be more than 
one!”  

Play one of the role playing pieces.  Take 3 guesses, then, if needed 
--give a hint.    If a student guesses correctly, ask  what in the music 
lead them to the guess.   Help students to use musical terminology 
where possible.  Encourage thinking outside the box --ask for ideas 
for the music that do not have visuals.

Please note:  The music chosen wasn't necessarily written for the roles I've associated it with.  My hope is that 
the music gives the impression of feelings or ideas associated with each of the characters.

“When I say "Go!" find a place in the classroom where you 
have some space to move around.  I'll play a piece of music.   
When you recognize which "dress-up" the music matches, 
use your body to move as if you were that character.  When 
the music stops, you need to freeze.  Questions?  Ready,  
go!"

Play through each of the pieces.  During the "freeze" pause, 
comment on specific ways you saw students using their bodies 
effectively.    Ask a few students to explain their choice of 
movement.

6.

7.

8.

9.

The Ants Came Marching

need a
fanfare

scary

military march

space

sci-fi
royal fanfare

hopping

western

To find recorded music, look under 
“Listening” and then “RoleScary, 
Role Military, etc.

Using the display cards plants 
ideas in student minds.  You 
may want to try this exercise 
giving free reign to the 
imagination.   Put the display 
cards away and simply listen to 
each piece of music in turn.

Role Playing Music
Six short (30second) pieces that might be played as background music for a character in a 
movie or tv show  ...  opportunities to imagine and mime characters while the music plays.

drama, mime, listening, character, Grade 1
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